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Wholesale Your Own Brand Earloop Activated Carbon Steam Eye Mask

  

Ingredients: steam heating element, thermal insulation dressing, non-woven fabric Efficacy: Relieve eye fatigue, relieve dryness and sour eyes
Storage method: sealed, shading, and placed in a cool place Shelf life: 3 years Service: OEM/ODM Package: Custom package 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
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Price  

Contact Supplier 

ManufacturerQingdao HuoNuo Maxwarm Commodity Co., Ltd 

Description 

Browse a wide range of steam eye mask from Maxwarm who are one of the leading steam eye mask manufacturers in China. Contact us to
creat your own brand steam eye masks.

How to use:
If you wear contact lenses or have diabetes, be careful not to use a steam eye mask. You need to take off your contact lenses before using the
steam eye mask.
Before opening the package, you can clean the face first, and then apply some eye cream around the eyes. When using a steam eye mask, it
can promote the absorption of the eye cream.
After opening the package, the steam eye mask will quickly heat up. First open the dotted line in the middle, and then pull it with appropriate
strength. It will not be uncomfortable because it is too tight to wear on the ear.
Steam goggles generally keep heating for 20-25 minutes. When you close your eyes, you will feel a faint water vapor around your eyes. Enjoy
this time quietly.
It is generally recommended not to wear a steam eye mask to sleep. When the steam eye mask becomes cold, it will feel pressure on the
glasses, so when the steam eye mask is not hot, just take it off.
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